My grandmother died of old age on Saturday 28 March this year, at the peak of the COVID‐19 pandemic in the worst affected European country to date, Italy. Unable to join my family due to the current restrictions on international mobility, I was left to exercise an untraditional form of lonely and introspective mourning. While pondering the many facets of the current crises pouring from the global news many of us are absorbing into the intimacy of our lives, physical as well as emotional distance from one's family never felt so real and painful. On the rise of unexpected circumstances, phenomena like globalisation, hyper‐mobility and technology have found me not yet ready to exchange the role of customary, consolatory family gatherings and the good old hugs for occasional WhatsApp calls in the interstitial moments of the day and the omnipresence of intrusive emoticons.

As an anthropologist of popular religiosity, collective rituality and public events coming from a context of 'southern Catholicism' (de Martino [2015](#soca12816-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}), since the outburst of the pandemic I have felt in need of new interpretative tools, in a historical conjuncture in which the most obvious and established collective and public ritual patterns have been *de jure* abrogated throughout Europe. In a recent piece (Testa [2019](#soca12816-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}), I asked rhetorically an imaginary audience of fellows and colleagues what is the good in studying festivals and public events historically and anthropologically. Among the many possible answers, yet another one has been cast on me in such dramatic days, when no other popular adage seems truer than the following: one values something the most when it's gone -- those festivals and events among other things.

In a world in which isolation, distancing and quarantine have become the common denominators to describe the condition of humanity facing a deadly pandemic, Europeans find themselves craving to re‐establish that 'collective effervescence' (Durkheim [1912](#soca12816-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}) that thrills and fulfils the masses, shaping them into local communities, vicinities and groups. Recalcitrantly forced into a state of domestication, the human animal seeks alternative forms of sociability, practising distant closeness across balconies and indulging in solitary gatherings through social media.

For this Forum, I would have normally offered a few observations about the vanishing of the festive and the carnivalesque in times of contagion, but events have moved me to think instead, in an autoethnographic fashion, about the cultural rearticulation of mourning during the temporary abrogation of its customary collective and shared forms. In many parts of Europe, religious rites in general and funerary rites in particular are, in normal times, the examples *par excellence* of how sociality is periodically re‐established through the ritualisation of family, friendship and labour network ties. These practices are inevitably being rethought and reconfigured, their importance though indirectly confirmed, in these days, along with more mundane and cheerful ones, through a variety of cultural means, such as digital ones. Thus we reweave damaged, disrupted or interrupted sociality in the current interregnum of the private and domestic sphere over the public one.
